**Practice Test 3** answers ielts fever test 23

1. **B** Key words are ‘save money and earn interest, money box, passbook’.

2. **C** ‘every six months.’

3. **FALSE** ‘some medical type operations performed by approved dentists are covered.’

4. **NOT GIVEN**

5. **TRUE** ‘if you need to see a specialist you must be referred by your doctor.’

6. **TRUE** see Public Patients and Private Patients sections.

7. by surface mail see the paragraph headed Getting the Price Right, second sentence.

8. 35 p see the paragraph headed Stamp Books, third sentence.

9. barcode technology see the introductory sentence in the Priority Treatment section: ‘to track and trace your mail’.

10. international registered section 2 ‘valuables’ means expensive items.

11. sign on delivery see the first sentence of sections 1 and 2.

12. courier service see last sentence of Swiftair, section 3.

13. **I** ‘diverse uses that candles and other wax products can be put to’ (not D which has only wax models).

14. **C** ‘native birds and other wildlife’ (not B which features ‘exotic’ animals).

15. **F** ‘features of the night sky; origin of the crab nebula’.

16. **D** ‘anyone interested in changing trends in clothing’.

17. **A** ‘hands-on information technology’.

18. **E** ‘recorded on tape ... interested in art history and criticism’.

19. **J** ‘entered via the River Widmore’.

20. **TRUE** ‘TAFE is the largest of the tertiary education sectors’ (see paragraph 2).

21. **TRUE** ‘the qualifications they award are transferable throughout Australia’ (see paragraph 3).

22. **FALSE** ‘TAFE colleges cannot award tertiary-level (university) degrees’ (see paragraph 3).

23. **FALSE** ‘These private institutions are like TAFE colleges ... but each one of them usually specialises in courses for one industry’ (see paragraph 5).

24. **TRUE** Vocational Training is Chapter 5, English language is Chapter 6 (see paragraph 6).

25. **FALSE** see paragraph 7, first and second sentences.

26. **BOTH** see paragraph 5, third sentence and paragraph 10, third sentence.

27. **UGG** see paragraph 10

28. **AC** see paragraph 7

29. **AC** see paragraph 5, third sentence.

30. **NEITHER** see paragraph 12, last sentence; paragraph 13, first sentence.

31. of land shortages see paragraph 1, first sentence; paragraph 2.

32. trees and parks see paragraph 5, last sentence.

33. office space see paragraph 7.

34. not available yet see paragraph 12.

35. grid station see paragraph 10.

36. downtown see paragraph 8.

37. leisure see paragraph 6, which talks about parks, entertainment, fitness areas and shopping.

38. network see paragraph 10 (network = grid).

39. obstacle see paragraph 11.

40. ground see paragraph 11.